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ABSTRACT

Objectives: General practitioner (GP)-led urgent care centres were established to meet the growing demand for urgent care. Staff members working in such centres are central in influencing patients’ choices about which services they use, but little is known about staff perceptions of patients’ motives for attending urgent care. We hence aimed to explore their perceptions of patients’ motives for attending such centres.

Design: A phenomenological, qualitative study, including semistructured interviews. The interviews were analysed using thematic content analysis.

Setting: 2 GP-led urgent care centres in 2 academic hospitals in London.

Participants: 15 staff members working at the centres including 8 GPs, 5 emergency nurse practitioners and 2 receptionists.

Results: We identified 4 main themes: ‘Confusion about choices’, ‘As if increase of appetite had grown; By what it fed on’, ‘Overt reasons, covert motives’ and ‘A question of legitimacy’. The participants thought that the centres introduce convenient and fast access for patients. So convenient, that an increasing number of patients use them as a regular alternative to their community GP. The participants perceived that patients attend the centres because they are anxious about their symptoms and view them as serious, cannot get an appointment with their GP quickly and conveniently, are dissatisfied with the GP, or lack self-care skills. Staff members perceived some motives as legitimate (an acute health need and difficulties in getting an appointment), and others as less legitimate (convenience, minor illness, and seeking quicker access to hospital facilities).

Conclusions: The participants perceived that patients attend urgent care centres because of the convenience of access relative to primary care, as well as sense of acuity and anxiety, lack self-care skills and other reasons. They perceived some motives as more legitimate than others. Attention to unmet needs in primary care can help in promoting balanced access to urgent care.

INTRODUCTION

General practice and emergency medicine are traditionally the two main methods by which the UK population gains access to the National Health Service (NHS). While general practice provides long-term care and a continuous patient–doctor relationship, emergency medicine focuses on acute care. The demand for urgent and emergency care is multifactorial and includes epidemiological factors such as the ageing population,1–4 and social factors such as loneliness and lack of family support,1, 4 improved health awareness and community expectations arising from health promotion campaigns and organisational changes in primary care services that reduced access to primary care.1 Likewise, the convenience of a ‘one stop shop’ with a full range of specialists and diagnostic facilities also increases the demand for urgent care.1

The UK’s NHS provides a full range of access to emergency and urgent care services, including ambulance services, major trauma and emergency services, minor injuries units and walk-in centres (mainly staffed by nurse practitioners and that have limited diagnostic facilities). Procedures to access...
primary care services in the UK can vary widely. In most practices, appointments are booked directly by patients either by telephone, in person or online. Some practices have implemented ‘triage systems’ in which a clinician will assess each request for an appointment and determine when and by which member of the primary care team the patient should be seen.

In 2000, the UK introduced a model of GP-led urgent care centres (UCCs) in response to increasing demand for urgent care, unplanned hospital attendances, delays in accessing healthcare and associated rising healthcare costs. UCCs had been similarly introduced to implement the government’s vision to extend access to NHS and to fit in with the contemporary lifestyle of people in the UK. Such centres are commonly co-located with Accident and Emergency (A&E) departments, have a wide range of diagnostic facilities, and are staffed by GPs and nurse practitioners. Hence, they offer a greater level of expertise and facilities than walk-in centres. Similar models have been implemented internationally. The rationale for the model is that many patients attend emergency departments (EDs) for minor and non-urgent conditions, and that GPs working in EDs are effective in reducing the need to undertake diagnostic procedures and in referring patients to see hospital specialists.

Research questions
Previous studies have described the reasons why patients attend EDs and NHS walk-in centres, and particularly why non-urgent patients prefer to access EDs rather than their primary care. Yet, only a few touched on staff views of NHS walk-in centres, and mainly dealt with organisational and staffing issues. Staff attitudes towards which attendances are more appropriate than others are likely to influence their attitude towards patients and are a major potential source of patient dissatisfaction. Healthcare professionals working in UCCs are at the frontline in educating patients about self-management, the range of services available and where they should seek help from. Furthermore, patients’ judgements about urgency of need, and their choices about what services to use are guided by previous experiences of care. We hence aimed to explore staff perceptions of patients’ motives for attending GP-led UCCs. The specific research questions were: (1) what are the reasons that drive patients to attend the UCCs, as perceived by staff members working in such centres, and (2) how do staff members relate to these motives.

METHODS
The service commissioned in the Hammersmith and Fulham borough in west London consists of two GP-led UCCs, co-located with A&E departments at Charing Cross and Hammersmith Hospitals. The service was commissioned by NHS Hammersmith and Fulham in April 2009 to manage the rising number of urgent attendances at local hospitals. The service is operated by Partnership for Health, a consortium of London Central and West Unscheduled Care Collaborative, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust and Central London Community Healthcare NHS Trust. The GP-led UCCs we used for this study act as a ‘front-entry’ to the ED. Patients arriving to these centres are first triaged by a GP and allocated to an appropriate care pathway based on risk stratification. Most patients attending for emergency care and managed by the clinicians in the UCC. A minority of patients with more severe problems bypass the UCC and go directly to the ED. Some patients who are seen in the UCC are also referred to the ED for further management. Since the Charing Cross UCC was opened in 2009, an additional 20 000 users attended the UCC and A&E departments annually (c. 90 000 users annually attending the UCC and A&E departments, relatively to c. 70 000 users annually who attended the A&E department solely before the UCC was opened. A detailed description of the model appears elsewhere. This study is a part of ongoing evaluation of these UCCs.

Interview design
We conducted a phenomenological qualitative study. Phenomenological studies aim to describe the subjective reality of an event, as perceived by the study population, and hence is a proper tool to study attitudes, behaviours and motives. We designed a semi-structured, open-ended interview protocol that is systematic, yet remains sensitive to the dynamics of the conversation. The interview focused on patients’ motives for attending the UCC and how the participants relate to these, as well as day-to-day practicalities of working in the GP-led urgent care model, teamwork, facilitators and barriers to of the model, and future improvements (see online supplementary appendix 1). The interview was designed to fit a time frame of 20–25 min to account for the intense work environment of the staff being interviewed. The final interview protocol was stabilised after the fourth interview.

Participants and sampling
We conducted interviews with 15 staff members working at the GP-led UCCs at Charing Cross and Hammersmith Hospitals in west London. To reflect the diversity of the sample in respect to different professions and level of expertise, we used the purposive sampling technique. The aim of purposive sample is not to establish a random or representative sample of a population but to capture accounts of various groups of people who—in this case—work at the same environment where a social phenomenon being studied. We used the method of Maximum variation sampling (heterogeneous sampling), which aims to capture a wide range of perspectives relating to the studied phenomenon. The principle behind this method is to capture diverse insights into a phenomenon by looking at it from views of various
informants. Hence, we interviewed staff members from various professions and various clinical expertise levels to reflect a variety of perspectives and attitudes. The sample included eight GPs, five emergency nurse practitioners (ENPs) and two receptionists. Most of the participants worked on both sites and hence were able to reflect their experiences of the same model in different sites. There were 45 clinicians and receptionists at the centres at the time of the study; hence, the sample covered a third of the staff. Being a part of a service evaluation, the study did not require an ethical review by a NHS or Social Care Research Ethics Committee, in line with National Research Ethics Service Guidance.26

Data collection and analysis
The interviews took place in consultation rooms of the UCCs during off-peak times, between November and December 2012. The interviews were conducted by researchers experienced in gathering and analysing qualitative data (GG and AI). The interviews were audio-taped and transcribed verbatim while ensuring anonymity. We conducted a thematic content analysis which is an appropriate method under the hermeneutic, phenomenological approach. During the open coding, conducted independently by two researchers (GG and AI), we identified data categories and started to developed these codes into themes. We worked in an iterative process, in which identified themes led to creation of new codes. This process involved an analysis of each new interview and constant comparison with previous interviews. Axial coding then formed relationships between the various codes. Once codes and themes were shaped, we held ongoing discussions with the other researchers to discuss the initial interpretations. Data collection and open coding continued until saturation, when new information produced little or no change to coding and thematisation. We coded and analysed the data using the Atlas.ti V.7 software.

RESULTS
The themes emerged from the thematic content analysis reflect issues concerning demand for care (ie, patients’ motives for coming to the UCC), patient–provider relationship, teamwork, interface with community GPs and cost-benefit of the model. In this article, we chose to focus on how staff members perceived patients’ motives for coming to the UCC, and how did they relate to these motives. Within this topic, we identified four themes: ‘Confusion about choices’, ‘As if increase of appetite had grown; By what it fed on’, ‘Overt reasons, covert motives’ and ‘A question of legitimacy’, which are presented below.

Confusion about choices
Several participants assumed that many patients are unaware of what the GP-led UCC is. They simply want someone to see them. They go to the hospital, where they can get a relatively prompt medical attention. Most of them do not distinguish between the ‘A&E department’, the ‘walk-in centre’ or the ‘UCC’, nor are aware of the aims of the UCC and the services it provides. Most of them are unaware of the triage system (ie, being first triaged and then allocated to a certain stream, and treat accordingly), and hardly notice whether they were seen by a doctor or an ENP. This is reasonable, because in both sites there is a single entrance to the UCC and A&E department, and referred to A&E department only after triage in the UCC:

Obviously, if they have an injury, they’ll come to A&E... however, they don’t realise they’re being seen in an Urgent Care Centre. More often than not, we have to tell them...They think they’re still being seen in A&E, unless you tell them, no, it’s not A&E, it’s the Urgent Care Centre. (ENP3)

Well, the patients come, I think, many of them still see it as an A&E department; some see it as casualty, but I think, most people have forgotten that name, and see it as an A&E department, and they go, perceiving that— many of them think—they have a true emergency, and really need the hospital services. (GP5)

“As if increase of appetite had grown; By what it fed on”
The service was perceived by the participants as popular and successful in attracting new patients and in providing high-quality service, described with a sense of pride. The participants described the success in objective measures such as number of patients who come to the centres, patient satisfaction rates, meeting waiting time targets, succeeding in diverting minor cases from the A&E department and hence reducing the number of more expensive attendances, but also by the fact that the local model has been replicated in other locations across the UK and internationally:

Nationally we are one of the best in the country in terms of the way we sort patients, the speed with which patients go through the service, the quality of the service, complaints are tiny, two or three complaints a year, most of which are not upheld. (GP1)

Shakespeare’s quote (see below), brought up by one of the participants, summarised what many of the participants told us. The quote conveyed both a sense of pride in attracting many patients, but also a concern about whether the supply creates superfluous demand. The phrase ‘becoming a victim of our success’, mentioned by several participants, raises more questions than answers: is it a sense of pride? If so, why a ‘victim’? Is it a concern about increasing workload? Is it a concern about whether the public is well informed about when should one attend the UCC? To which elements of ‘success’ do they refer to? Is it merely the volume of patients who attend to the UCC, patient satisfaction, short waiting times, good outcomes of care or...
the ability to compensate for perceived flaws of the community primary care?

I think some community GPs could definitely improve their access, but when you increase your access you can… what Shakespeare wrote in Hamlet talking of his mother’s love for Hamlet’s father, why it was as if hunger had increased by what it fed upon. So the more they get access to the GP the more they’ll go there for minor things at a very early stage, they won’t wait. So you can become a victim of too much good access… (GP15)

Overt reasons, covert motives: perceived patient motives for attending the UCC

The participants mentioned several motives that they thought patients had for attending the UCC, and realised that many patients attend for a mixture of motives, not a single one. An underlying theme here was ‘Overt reasons, covert motives’, describing how some of the reasons expressed by patients, mask underlying reasons for attending the UCC. The most obvious and overt motive stated by patients attending the UCC, mentioned by the participants, is that patients seek urgent (at least in their view) medical attention, especially during out-of-hours. That could be a minor injury or an acute illness. Another overt reason given by patients is that they could not get an appointment with their GP. But these overt reasons frequently mask, according to the participants, deeper concerns patients have, particularly with the general practice, such as dissatisfaction with their GP, anxiety, inconvenience of appointment hours and wishing to discuss a clinical matter anonymously. Some of these motives are described below. Example quotes are brought in online supplementary appendix 2.

▶ Anxiety (‘worried well’): Anxiety was mentioned as a major motive for coming to the UCCs. A sense of urgency that imposes coming to UCC instead of waiting to see their GP, or after seeing their GP, is commonly induced by anxiety and need for reassurance. Those were referred to by the participants as the ‘worried well’.

▶ Convenient access: Most of the participants mentioned that many users of the UCC attend because of the convenience access, for example, because the UCC is close to their work and they can go at lunchtime or after work, which was reflected by increase in attendances around noon and 17:00. The UCC offers convenient access for commuters who cannot get an early morning or late evening appointments with their GP. The difficulty in getting an appointment with community GPs is confronted by the convenient access to the UCCs. The participants mentioned that patients are aware that they are very unlikely to get an appointment with their GP on the same day, and coming to the UCC is easier and quicker.

▶ Belief in superiority of hospital expertise and seeking fastened access to hospital facilities: Another group of patients who attend the UCC, mentioned by the participants, are those who perceive their symptoms to be too serious or too urgent to be dealt with in community settings. The participants mentioned that some UCC attendees seek fastened access to hospital facilities and equipment unavailable at their GP practice, such as scans; or those who saw their GP as incompetent and sought to see a specialist quickly. With GPs acting as gatekeepers of accessing specialist care and long waiting times for the secondary care, attending the UCC is seen by patients a viable option. Most patients are unaware that the UCC can refer them to specialists and scans only in urgent and complex cases.

▶ Dissatisfaction with GP: The participants told us that some patients attend the UCC regularly as an alternative to their community GP. While it is commonly masked by the patient claiming that they ‘cannot get an appointment with the GP’, the participants explained that the patients’ dissatisfaction stems from deeper motives rather than just the technicality of getting an appointment. Dissatisfaction with their GP was frequently mentioned as an underlying motive. It may reflect the patients’ dissatisfaction from the communication with the GP, feeling that they were not listened to. Likewise, for many patients, particularly the younger ones, lack of continuity of care is well weighted against the benefits the UCC offers. The participants remarked that some patients attend the UCC because they wish to discuss a concern which they do not want their GP to be involved for any particular reason, or getting a second opinion.

▶ Those unregistered with a GP: Another group of people who attend the UCC is those unregistered with a GP for various reasons, such as students and people in transitions, tourists and immigrants, for whom the UCC is the only place where they can get medical advice (though not all of these groups are eligible for free access).

▶ Lack of self-care skills: Lack of self-care skills was mentioned as another reason for attending the UCCs, which also reflects the view that easy access increased attendances for minor symptoms.

A question of legitimacy: what makes a ‘legitimate’ and ‘illegitimate’ attendance?

Beyond the motives that the participants attribute to patients attending the UCC, it is useful to describe how they related to these motives. Coming to the UCC in honest need for urgent medical attention was perceived as legitimate. The participants also realised that people often get anxious about symptoms that seem acute to them, although there is no real clinical urgency. Yet, ambiguity surrounded staff perceptions of some of the motives (table 1). For example, those unregistered with a GP (students away from home, tourists, people in transit, etc) and commuters to central London who cannot access their GP if they are unwell were perceived legitimate, as apparent in the first quote below. However, there was a distinction between these people and those...
who should register with a GP but do not do so, and those registered with a GP but using the UCC to sort out ongoing conditions, as apparent in the second quote:

I think it’s there for all those people that are not in the system, number one, and that’s appropriate use. At the end of the day, if you suddenly are ill and you’re in the city of a civilised country, thank God, you can pitch up here and someone will see you and not demand a credit card...I don’t think it’s a malicious abuse. Every now and again someone is trying to jump a bit, but I don’t think that’s the main bit of it. I think they just don’t know. (GP15)

There’s some things are a bit more frustrating for me as a clinician and for the patients, and that’s sometimes people come in with a problem that’s gone on for weeks or months even, and they come in. Because it’s a hospital they think that we can, or they assume that we...because it’s a hospital, they’ve come here, we can deal with the problem very quickly or we can sort them out... (GP7)

There was also an ambiguous view on the convenient access to the UCCs. Honest difficulties in getting an appointment with a GP were perceived as a legitimate reason to attend the UCCs, as apparent in the first quote below. However, there was a critical tone towards those who use the service for sheer convenience and an excuse to fasten access; it is not that they cannot get an appointment, they just cannot get it quickly and conveniently, as apparent in the other quotes below:

There was someone who came in, I think about two weeks ago, and they said they phoned their GP for an appointment and there was literally nothing for a month and I phoned up and said can this person be seen any quicker than that...I verified it myself and there was no, there were no GP appointments for a month unless, apart from urgent appointments. (ENP4)

And part of the problem is they say, I can’t get to see my GP. I can tell you increasingly patients are being mendacious in this respect...So I don’t buy that patients can’t get...When they say I can’t get to see my GP for ten days, frankly that’s not true. If they really wanted to get to see their GP and were prepared to go when the GP offered a queue-up access, they would. (GP15)

It’s very difficult because there are a lot of patients who try to, I don’t know if abuse the system’s the right word but certainly get access. They come in, they’re not registered or they want free prescriptions, things like that because they know we keep medications on site here so that’s very difficult when you’re trying to balance between how you manage these patients clinically. (ENP6)

Coming to the UCC with minor ailments that could be self-managed, and attempts to shorten waiting time for imaging and secondary care were also perceived as less legitimate:

...So, there can be abuse of the system in that respect but, yeah, sometimes when people come in with a sore throat...I think it does clog up the system quite a lot for genuine people who actually, really, need a service. (Receptionist11)

While participants understood, and do not necessarily judge these motives to be illegitimate, there was an underlying critical tone, as they were thought to divert resources from patients in real need and costly to the system.

We tried to compare the opinions of the GPs, nurses and receptionists with regard to the differences or similarities between their accounts, and this comparison raised meaningful differences that refer to other subjects not covered in this manuscript such as teamwork, professional hierarchy, patient-physician communication and the sustainability of the model. With regard to patient motives for attending the UCCs, the variability in opinions was more related to personal opinions and values of individual professionals rather than to them belonging to a certain professional group.

**DISCUSSION**

**What have we learned in this study?**

This study provides a glimpse into ambiguous staff perceptions on people’s motives for attending UCCs. The findings highlight two main issues. First, their concern about whether the very convenient access to the UCCs created, as an unintended consequence, superfluous demand for attendances for non-urgent problems. But beyond the concern about increase in usage, there was an underlying discussion on the legitimacy of usage. The participants perceived some motives as more legitimate (such as acute health needs, honest difficulties in access to general practice, anxiety; and other motives as less legitimate (such as sheer convenience, minor
ailments that could be self-managed, using the UCC as their regular GP, and seeking access to hospital facilities). The participants told us that many patients attend the UCC because of what they overtly present as difficulty or inability to get an appointment with their GP. But this ‘technicality’ was perceived as commonly masking deeper issues, reflecting unmet needs in the primary care, such as strong gatekeeping on access to specialists, hasty appointments and feeling not being listened to.

The findings in relation to other studies

While we are unaware of previous work on staff perceptions on the NHS UCCs, it is possible though to compare staff perceptions found here to similar services such as EDs and A&E departments. The most common reason mentioned by professionals for patients attending EDs is difficulties in access to general practice. Other reasons mentioned by ED clinicians were healthcare consumerism (patients wanting to decide how and when they should undergo treatment, wanting everything immediately and indiscriminately), and the perception that the consultation is free, lack of knowledge concerning GP services and GP availability, lack of understanding of the function of EDs, and inadequate health education. Clinicians working in ED in Ireland believed that appropriate attendances are those when the patient believes condition is serious or urgent, when the patient is subsequently admitted to the hospital, or requires an X-ray. Less legitimate attendances were those where the patient arrives by ambulance, wishes to seek a second opinion, prefers to be seen in the ED, has a psychiatric problem, is unable to see usual GP, can access ED more easily than elsewhere, have social issues they believe can be dealt with in the ED, does not have regular GP, requires a blood test or that the time after injury/illness is more than 48 h.

Another valid comparison of our findings, though not directly related to the aim of this paper, is whether patient motives as reflected from professionals coincide with motives described by patients themselves. The motives described here by professionals resonance on motives described by patient themselves. A main reason for attending urgent care was lack of access to primary care. About a half NHS UCCs attendees reported that their reason for using a UCC was that they were unable to see their own GP. Patients also prefer to attend urgent care settings rather than their community GP because they are anxious about presenting the problem and unaware of alternative pathways, because they perceive the need for diagnostic facilities, or that the hospital specialist was best qualified to handle the problem, or that their symptoms are acute, or are dissatisfied with their GP. Positive experience of an urgent care department in the past may also attract patient to reattend. Unlike professionals, patients rarely perceive they attended for convenience—they simply sought a quicker and better medical care.

The challenges raised by the results

Looking at the bigger picture, this discussion is part of a broader discussion on how healthcare systems should cope with the increasing demands for care in an era of financial austerity. Concerns about the increasing usage of urgent care is a major health policy question in the UK. The average occupancy of England’s A&E units increased by around 8% between 2010/2011 and 2012/2013 (yet attendance rates have only increased in line with what would be expected from population growth). The question of the appropriateness of urgent care attendances trails back to the 1970s. But from the patient view, as reflected here by staff members, the UCC is allegedly a good solution to these concerns: it offers a free 24/7 access to medical care, at convenient locations, a prompt appointment with a clinician, no booking required, access to specialists and imaging facilities (limited to severe conditions only), and a longer consultation time without being rushed. Indeed, patients are mostly very satisfied with their visit to NHS UCCs and perceive these centres as a means to improve access to care. Patients prefer to attend EDs as rational consumers: because they had difficulties obtaining a rapid appointment with their GP, and because the access to technical facilities in EDs spares them from being overwhelmed with appointments with various specialists.

What are the consequences or impact of providers’ attitudes?

Professionals as human beings inevitably have attitudes towards patients and these attitudes, whether natural, positive or negative, are inevitably ‘in’ the consultation room, and may affect the way they communicate with patients and the treatment they provide. Behavioural models stress a link between attitude and behaviour. Heritage and Maynard described in detail the reasons patients provide for seeking urgent medical care and how doctors react to such reasons. Strivers described the negotiations between doctors and parents in acute care encounters. Empirically, there is evidence showing that professionals’ attitudes towards ‘difficult patients’ affect their type and quality of treatment they provide. There is also a well-established link between the quality of the patient–physician communication patient satisfaction and compliance, which have a clear link to health outcomes. Physicians that are satisfied with the patient–physician communication are more likely to be satisfied from their work, and to have satisfied patients.

Clinicians’ attitudes towards patient motives for attending the UCC, and their perceptions of the legitimacy or appropriateness of the attendance, may appear in various levels (figure 1): (1) in the communication with the patient and the behaviour towards the patient; (2) the care being given to the patient; (3) in their job satisfaction and sense of identity; and (4) in the patient
satisfaction from the care provided to them in the UCC. For example, if the clinician believes that the attendance is appropriate, they may have a more positive attitude towards the patient and be naturally more keen to help the patient. They may ‘go the extra mile’ to really understand the patient’s concern, order relevant examinations and consider various treatment avenues. Eventually, they may end up being more satisfied from their work by helping a patient in need. Then, the patient is more likely to be satisfied, and if patients are very satisfied from the care they received, they may be inclined to come back. They may be more compliant with the treatment given by the clinician, and hence may recover quickly.

Provider attitudes are inevitably communicated to the patient, either verbally or through body language, and may affect the patient satisfaction, and make the patient want to return to the UCC or to seek help elsewhere. Provider opinions about why patients come to the UCCs may have an impact on how they guide them about which services they should go to. For example, if the clinician think the attendance was appropriate, they may say nothing to the patient; however, if they felt it was inappropriate, they might highlight to the patient the appropriate services to approach in future cases.

Staff attitudes towards which attendances are more appropriate than others are likely to influence their attitude towards patients and are a major source of patient dissatisfaction. If they felt the attendances is inappropriate, they may naturally be less sympathetic towards the patient, will make less effort to help the patient and may feel less satisfied with their work. A negative doctor–patient interaction was found to be predictive of more frequent attendance in irritable bowel syndrome. Likewise, if a clinician thinks that the UCC should accept every patient regardless of the urgency of their symptoms, or if they believe that none of the ‘convenience’ related attendances should not be seen in the UCC, this may have an impact on their attitude towards the patient and the way they will treat and communicate with the patient.

Policy implications

The findings raise three policy implications. The first policy question is whether treating every ‘legitimate’ or ‘illegitimate’ complaint as an emergency which has to be attended to immediately is appropriate? On one hand, 24/7 access to free urgent care is an essential element of modern society. Claims that patients misuse the service might be wrong; many A&E department attendances are indeed justified, and on the contrary to ‘urban legends’, patients are very mindful not to overuse the NHS. But on the other hand, in an era of financial austerity, should national tax-funded UCCs serve as a panacea of the healthcare system, the last resort for all patients who cannot access their GPs, or those dissatisfied with their GP? Maybe patients should be asked to call a central help line before attending a UCC, where the problem is assessed by a professional concerning urgency of the matter and consequently the patient referred to the UCC, or asked to wait for an appointment at the GP? There is no right or wrong; this is a philosophical and political decision of the health service system. Likewise, other out-of-hours care models, such as the GP cooperative and the rota group could be considered, due to their strengths in comparison to the traditional A&E department.

The second policy question is on the role of UCCs as a response to what patients perceived as unsatisfactory primary care. The lack of proper response from the primary care is well documented as one of the many reasons for increasing urgent care attendances. But is increased access to urgent care facilities the right solution? Attention to unmet needs can guide on how community GPs can adjust to meet current patient needs. If patients indeed use the UCC as a solution to inconvenient primary care, efforts to reduce urgent care should hence aim at strengthening community care. Such care would adjust to contemporary lifestyle, including early morning, late evening and weekend appointments, and enable longer consultation time to properly address patient concerns. Indeed, general practices providing more timely access to primary care have fewer self-referred discharged ED visits. Providers in the community, while being generally positive towards the concept of hospital-based UCCs, have a general feeling that limited NHS resources may be spent more appropriately in other settings. This though would require some radical changes to the contract between the NHS and GPs, and in the way in which general practice in the UK is funded.

Figure 1  The linkage between perceptions, behaviour and outcomes.
The third policy implication is about providing patients with more self-care skills and more information about different care and out-of-hours options. As apparent in our data and previous literature, many patients currently lack basic self-care skills and lack an understanding of the function of UCCS versus A&E departments, which might create confusion about choices and increase the number of attendances for minor ailments.

Strengths and limitations

This study gives a novel glimpse into staff perception on service users’ motives for using urgent care services, which has not been covered previously in the literature. The findings reflect perceptions of different types of staff, including GPs, nurses and receptionists. Yet, we acknowledge several limitations. First, patient motives for attending the UCC are described here as perceived by staff, not by patients themselves. However, there is prior research on patient perceptions on reasons for attending urgent care departments. Hence, we aimed to provide a novel approach, reflecting the daily experience of staff in seeing patients in the UCCs, as a complementary angle to this prior strand of research. Using ‘second-hand’ data is a valid approach in qualitative research which can broaden our understanding particularly on how things look like from the ‘other’ perspective. While we acknowledge the obvious limitation of second-hand data in its limited ability to state what are the ‘real’ accounts of the ‘second-hand’ person (patients in this case), this was the only way we could compare between what patients report as their reasons for attending and how things look like from the provider’s perspective. Second, the generalisability of findings is limited as the interviews were conducted in academic hospitals in one city, interviews only performed during off-peak times and during 2 months (November and December), and the sample size (which yet fairly meeting the recommended sample size for qualitative studies). Finally, interviewing staff might introduce a ‘Hawthorne effect’ as participants feeling evaluated might emphasise the more successful elements. We tried to minimise it reassuring the participants that we aimed to capture their authentic experience rather than ‘evaluating the model’.

CONCLUSIONS

The GP-led UCC is an innovative response to increasing demand for urgent care. Professionals working in an UCC perceived it as providing fast, safe and convenient access to care and this convenience made it popular among patients. So convenient, so patients gradually use it as an alternative to their community primary care. The overt motive commonly reasoned to the professionals by patients, is inability to get an appointment with their GP. But this ‘technicality’ commonly masks covert issues, reflecting unmet needs in the community GP, such as inflexible appointment hours, dissatisfaction or lack of trust in their GP, anxiety and need for reassurance. Patients attend the UCC from motives that were perceived legitimate by the participants, such as an authentic need for urgent medical attention and honest difficulties getting an appointment with their GP, but also for motives perceived less legitimate, such as sheer convenience and attempts to shorten waiting time. Attention to unmet needs in the primary care can help in designing a balanced access to urgent care.
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